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QUESTION 1  

An administrator needs to deliver secure virtual desktops with access to IT resources for offshore contract 

employees. Since the employees are far from the office, the administrator must ensure a seamless user 

experience, as the company will not deploy additional resources for these users.  

Which solution offers the functionality required by the company?  

A. VMware vRealize Automation  

B. VMware Horizon Desktop as a Service  

C. AirWatch Secure Content Locker  

D. VMware Horizon (with View)  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

QUESTION 2  

An administrator receives a trouble ticket reporting a low vRealize Operations for Horizon 6 score value 

on an object (for example, 15 out of 100). Which course of action should the administrator recommend?.  

A. The value indicates a severe problem state, a red badge, and this should be investigated immediately.  

B. The value indicates a normal state and since there are no real Issues or current problems, no action 

should be taken.  

C. The value indicates a less severe state, a yellow badge, however this object should be monitored and 

should be flagged for investigation if the value changes.  

D. The value of a badge must be correlated with the color of the badge to determine if the state is normal 

or if there is a potential problem.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

QUESTION 3  

Which statement represents a significant advantage of using vRealize Operations for Horizon 6?  

A. The administrator's monitoring window flashes with a colored surround immediately an issue or 
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problem occurs in their virtualized environment.  

B. Performance issues and problems appear as color coded pop-ups on an administrator's management 

window.  

C. Administrators can receive color coded emails indicating the severity of issues or problems in their 

virtualized data centre.  

D. Smart alerts are generated when performance data of monitored objects deviates from acceptable 

norms, or when a problem occurs.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

QUESTION 4  

You are responsible for providing access to a corporate desktop for selected contractors. The contractors 

should be prevented from installing software on their laptops. Which solution provides the easiest way to 

meet these requirements?  

A. Email the 11 administrator for the contractor's organization and ask them to provide the contractors 

administrative access so they can install the View client on their laptops.  

B. Email the 11 administrator for the contractor's organization and ask them to Install a View client on their 

laptops.  

C. Give each contractor a new desktop machine with restricted rights.  

D. Give the contractors access to View desktops that have the HTML Access Feature Pack enabled.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

QUESTION 5  

A manager is planning next year's budget and is concerned that desktop computers cost too much money 

for the length of time they are able to be used. The manager wants a solution that is not just simple, but 

one that will last for years with little required maintenance.  

Which type of business challenge is the manager being faced with?  
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A. Security  

B. Management  

C. Accessibility  

D. Application  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

QUESTION 6  

An administrator wants to minimize the load caused by virtual desktop traffic In order to maximize 

performance on an excessively taxed infrastructure Which type of business challenge is the administrator 

faced with?  

A. Availability  

B. Security  

C. Application  

D. Management  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

QUESTION 7 

An administrator has received complaints from several mobile and remote branch office users regarding 

performance. Users report extremely slow access when connecting to the company VPN to take backups 

and snapshots.  

Which solution overcomes this issue and allows end users to backup and synchronize devices to the data 

center without a VPN?  

A. VMware Horizon Security Server  

B. VMware View Composer  

C. VMware Mirage Gateway  

D. VMware vRealize Automation  


